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ABSTRACT 
Sex Differences, Intirnacy,and Attractiveness in Reported 
Self-Disclosure : Sarne-sex dyads vs Opposite-sex dyads 
by 
Edmund Forst Jr, Master of Arts 
Eastern Illinois University, 1984 
Major Professor: Dr. Douglas G. Bock 
Department : Speech Communication 
vi 
T h i s  study empirically examined the effects of sex 
(gender), intimacy, and attractiveness on reported self-
d i s c losure. The results were supportive of the attract-
iveness, intimac y, and gender of the s elf-d i s c lo s e e  
variables in their relationship to self-disclosure. Results 
failed to support hypotheses involving the gender of the 
self-discloser variable. 
The independent variables used in the study were: (1) 
Gender1 of the self-discloser (male-female), ( 2 )  Intimacy 
(intimate friend, acquaintance, and stranger) ,  (3) Gender2 
of the self-disclosee (male-female ) ,  and physical attract-
iveness (Attractive or Unattractive ) .  The dependent variable 
used was the amount of perceived self-disclosure. A 2x3x2x 2 
analysis of variance used to test each hypothesis showed 
significant interaction between Inti macy, Gender 2 , and 
Attractiveness. In addition, the analysis indicated a sig­
nificant main effect for the independent variable Gender1• 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
Research involving self-disclosure in dyads(both self­
discloser and self-disclosee) has produced inconsistent re­
sults. Several stud.ies have measured self-disclosure dif­
ferences between males and females in interpersonal r e ­
lationships. For example, Chelune reports that females 
disclose more than men while, Pearson states that males tend 
to disclose more than females.1 However, few studies have 
examined amounts of self- disclosure between same-sex and 
opposite-sex dyads in interpersonal relationships.2 Since 
communication between same-sex and opposite- sex dyads does 
take place frequently in society, 3 an examination of same­
sex and opposite-sex self-disclosure patterns is necessary. 
T h erefore, the purpose of this study was to examine the 
effects of perceived self-disclosure involving same-sex and 
opposite-sex dyads in interpersonal communication. 
Definition of Self-Disclosure 
Self-discl osure occurs when Person A tells Person B 
something about him or herself. 4 Jourard's argues that this 
communication must be personal information not readily 
available from some other source. 5 According to Wilmot, 
every communication act is self-revealing in a transactional 
2 
perspective.6 However, the communicative act must be made 
voluntarily and the content must concern the self in order 
to be considered self-disclosure.7 
The significance of self-disclosure arises from a great 
fascination with the experiences of others. Behavior is 
visible, experience is not. Jourard believes that society 
wants to know what a person is saying by his/her behaviors. 
In this manner, people can explain the behavior of others. A 
better understanding of thoughts, ideas, and action s  i n  
society will result. Communication between individuals will 
become more productive once the thoughts, ideas, and actions 
of others in society are understood. The only way people can 
k n o w  what a nother person is experiencing is i f  s/he 
discloses his/her experiences to others.8 
S e l f- d i s c l o s u r e  i s  i m p o r t a n t  i n  i n t e r p e r s o n a l  
c o m m u n i c a t i o n .  S t u d i e s  indic a t e  that interpersonal 
communication is virtually impossible if the individuals 
involved refuse to share themselves with others.9 Jourard 
states that self-disclosure is credited as the me a n s  b y  
which m a n  comes t o  a n  accurate perception of self and 
others.1 0  Thus, the study of variables whic h a f f e c t  
self-disclosure becomes necessary for a better understanding 
of behavior and communication in society. Underst anding 
behaviors in society will allow individuals to communicate 
productively with each other. 
3 
Benefits and Risks of Self-Disclosure 
Appropriate self-disclosure1 1  has numerous benefits for 
t he i n di v i d u a l .  Whe e l e ss and G r o t z  discovered t h a t  
appropriate self-disclosure leads to increased trust in the 
communication dyad. Marriages will normally have increased 
trust because of honest self-disclosures from both members 
of the communication dyad. 12 
O t her s t u d i e s  h a ve shown that appr opri a t e  self­
disclosure results in increased liking, and often, loving.13 
S i m il arly, G ilbert and Horenstein believe incre ased 
attraction can be gained through self-disclosure.1 4  There­
fore, it seems logical that appropriate self-disclosure 
increases interpersonal communication. 
According to Rosenfeld, appropriate self-disclosure 
promotes mental health in three ways. First, appropriate 
s e l f- d is c l o s u r e  d e c r e a s e s  s e l f - a l i e n ation for the 
individual. Further, self-disclosure provides the means 
whereby an individual may gain greater consistency between 
self-concept and other>s concept of him or herself. Finally, 
self-disclosure may increase mental health by leading to an 
enhanced self-concept. Consequently, the individual will 
experience a large number of important i n terpersonal 
variables such as self- acceptance, feelings of security, 
and a greater tolerance for a wider range of behaviors from 
others.15 
4 
T h o u g h  s e l f - d i s c l o s u r e  s e e m s  e s s e n t i a l  t o  t h e  
development a n d  m a i n t e n a n c e  o f  g o od i n t e r p e r s o n a l  
relationships, there are also potential risks involved in 
self-disclosing to others. Discussing interaction in the 
organizational setting, Fritz Steele states six overlapping 
causes of low disclosure :  ( 1 )  disclosure might lead t o  
negative evaluations, a loss of self- esteem and esteem from 
those to whom disclosures are made, (2) a llecrease in 
statisfying relationships if the disclosures alienate or 
anger the other person, ( 3) a loss o f  control over a 
s i tuation ( for example, to disclose future plans might limit 
freedom of choice) , ( 4) "bur t" for the other per son, ( 5 )  the 
projection o f  a negative image and, (6)  the Great Lie 
Theory, in which a presumed greater benefits would be gained 
through lie as opposed to a truthful disclosure.16 
These risks often leads to avoidance of self-disclosure 
by individuals. Perry believes that individuals aren't 
likely to self-disclose in situations where r i s k s  are 
thought of being threatening or too great.17 As John Powell 
states: 
Self-disclosure behavior may be seen as the product of two 
opposing forces, one operating to increase disclosure, the 
other operating to inhibit disclosure.1 8  
5 
Purpose of the Study 
Several variables exist in al most all interpersonal 
relation-ships.1 9  H owever, research indicates that 
sex(male-female) , intimacy (level of relationship: intimate 
f r i e n d ,  a c q u a i n t a n c e ,  a n d  s t r a n g e r ) ,  a n d  
attractiveness (unattractive or attractive) are the three 
most significant variables in determining amounts o f  
self-disclosure in the communication dyad.20 In order to 
understand the effects of self-disclosure in interpersonal 
r e l a ti o n s h i p s ,  t h e  va riables of sex, intimacy, and 
attractiveness need to be studied. Consequently, the purpose 
o f  this study was to examine the effects of sex(gender) 
intimacy, and attractiveness on reported self-disclosure. 
Several questions can be raised concerning the effects 
o f  sex(g e n d e r ) , i n t i m a c y ,  a n d  a t t r a c t i v e n e s s  o n  
self-disclosure. When will individuals disclosure their 
experiences to others? Who will they disclose t h e m  t o ?  
Males? Females? An intimate friend? Or will they disclose to 
only strangers? Further, will sel f-disclosers find their 
self-disclosees more or less attractive than individuals 
they refuse to disclose with? 
This study attempted to measure perceived differences in 
t h e  amou nt o f  s e l f - d i s c l o s u r e  b e t w e e n s a m e - s e x  
d y a d s ( m a l e - ma l e ,  f e m a l e - f e m a l e )  a n d  o p p o s i t e-se x  
dyads (male-female) . Further, 6 a point scale(from 1 to 100) 
6 
was employed to measure the self- discloser>s attractiveness 
to the self-disclosee. Three conditions of the independent 
variable Intimacy were used to measure self-disclosure : 
intimate friend, acquaintance, and stranger. 
Framework of Study 
Since the project investigated perceived amounts o f  
self-disclosure , Jourard>s 'dyadic effect' theory was used 
as a framework of study. Though many variables are involved 
in how mu ch a person w i l l  disclose to another(subj ect 
matter, characteristics of the person, and the setting in 
which disclosure is to take place) , Jourard states the most 
important determiner of self-disclosure appears to be "the 
willingness of the audience to disclose himself to the 
subject to the same extent that he expects the subject to 
confide his experience."21 The gender and attractiveness of 
the audience is significant in determining the extent of 
self-disclosure. Further, the level of intimacy in inter­
personal relationships is important in contributing to the 
"willingness of the audience" to self-disclose.22 Combined 
with the social penetration theory which states 
that " the development of interperson a l  relationships 
includes such r e c i p r o c a l  b e h a v i o r s  a s  e x c h a n g e  o f  
information ( self-disclosure ) ,  exchange of positive and 
negative effect, and mutual activities " ,  2 3  the foundation 
of the study has been laid. The variables of gender, 
7 
attr activeness, and intimacy were studied in reference to 
Jourard's 'dyadic effect' and the social penetration theory. 
Review of Literature 
Gender (Same-sex/ Opposite-sex ) 
Research concerning sex differences in self-disclosure 
has produced inconsistent r esults. A c c o r ding to Baird, 
studies have failed to suppo rt typical male and female 
sterotypes, reporting no difference between male and female 
d i scl o s u r e  patte r ns.2 4  Dimond and M i n t z  r epo r ted n o  
statistical significant d i f f e r e n c e  in self-disclos u r e  
between men and women in communication involving high-school 
students.2 5  Further, two studies have discovered that n o  
disclosure difference occurred in male and female adults.26 
Conversely, Per ry states that membe r s  of the same-sex 
will self-disclose more than they will to membe r s  of the 
opposite-sex.27 Other studies indicate that the r e  a r e  
s ig n i f i c a n t  d i f f e r e n c e s  b e t w e e n  m a l e  a n d  f e m a l e  
self-disclosur e  patte r ns, with females disclosing and 
receiving more self-disclosure than males.28 
The l atter studies w e r e  based , in p a r t ,  o n  R . H .  
Conviser 's theory o f  interper sonal trust. Conviser states 
that similarity is the key factor in the amount of t r ust 
within any r elationship.29 Adding f r om Jourard's theory 
8 
that people tend to disclose more to people who resemble 
them in various ways than to people who are different 
from them, 30 the logic for these results seems well founded. 
There are two reasons for the inconsistent results 
involving sex differences in self-disclosur e :  (1) the 
categories and variables have not been defined properly and , 
(2) problems with consistent measurement of variables. 
Previous research has demonstrated that variables in 
self-disclosure studies have not been properly defined. In 
Perry's study, the researcher defined categories of friend, 
a cquaintance, and sex for participants. As noted by the 
researcher in the discussion section, results of the study 
may have been skewed due to improper definitions.31 Further, 
other studies report that improper definitions of variables 
h a ve c a u sed inconsistent results in past studies. 32 
Therefore, a proper definition of categories and variables 
is needed to examine reported amounts of self-disclosure. 
Though studies have tried to measure sex differences in 
self-disclosure with regard to a target person, 33 the 
recent literature on self-disclosure has not provided 
evidence of consistent relationships between self-disclosure 
and independent variables.34 Vondracek and Marshall believe 
t hat demonstrating such a relationship would aid 
self-disclosure research in two ways: (1) the relationship 
would be a significant step toward the definitional 
9 
clarification of self-disclosure and, (2) the relationship 
would represent a first step in the esta blishment o f  
construct validity for a measure of self-disclosure.35 
Through a proper definition of consistent variables, the 
four following hypotheses for Gender were developed for this 
study : 
H : Females will self-disclose more than men. 
1 
H : Females will receive more self-disclosure than men. 
2 
H : Members of the same-sex will self-disclose more than 
3 
members of the opposite-sex. 
H : Members of the same-sex will receive more self-disclosure 
4 
than members of the opposite-sex. 
Attractiveness 
E v i d e n c e  c o n c e r n i n g  t h e  r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e t w e e n  
self-disclosure and physical attractiveness has been 
contradictory. Some investigators have failed to f ind a 
l i n e a r  r elationship between intimate d i sclosure and 
increased attraction for the revealer, 36 while one study 
reported intimate disclosure leading to decreased liking.37 
Other studies have demonstrated the importance o f  
physical attractiveness to self-disclosure.38 Perry states 
that physically attractive persons are thought to possess 
more desirable personality traits.39 Since highly attractive 
persons have a higher rei nforcement level for 
10 
disclosers, 40 a person might be expected to disclose more to 
an attractive person than to an unattractive person.41 
Further, Chaikin and Derlega suggests that "persons who 
voluntarily disclose intimate information about themselves 
may infer that they like the target person because of these 
revealations.42 Drawing upon Bern' s  self-perception theory, 43 
Chaikin and D erlega state t h a t  not only may a person 
disclose to whom he likes, this person may find receivers of 
self-disclosure physically attractive. 4 4  
I n  c o n t r a s t  t o  t h e  i n c o n s i s t e n t  results of sex 
differ ences on self-disclosure, the conto v e r s y  o v er 
attr activeness and self-disclosure has arisen because: (1) 
the level of intimate self-disclosure has been manipulated 
a nd, (2) the definition of attr activeness has been too 
strictly defined. In their study, Archer, Berg, and Runge 
manipulated the intimacy of the perceiver's own disclosure, 
finding no effects on attraction for target persons.4 5  For 
the experiment, the investigators assaigned subject' s  level 
of intimacy. Consequently, p a r ticipants were given a n  
explanation of their purpose in the study(the requirements 
of the research design ) .  Since research has stated t h a t  
knowing the requirements of the research design beforehand 
may create invalid results, 46 the experiement's results may 
have been skewed. 
Previous studies have also demonstrated that the variable 
of attractiveness has been defined too narr owly. 4 7  In a 
field experiment, Harrell provided traits whereby students 
could measure a t t r a c t i v e n e s s  f o r  " fe m a l e  
11 
confederates." 4 8  Perry believes that results from studies that 
define attractiveness may be biased and inappropriate for 
experiment research.49 
This study allowed each subj ect participating to define 
the variable of attractiveness. Subj ects determined if they 
perceived a person to be attractive or unattractive. Adams 
and Crossman believe that by the time children reach six 
years of age, they have been indoctrinated as to what is 
considered to be attractive.so Thus, it becomes logical that 
participates can validly determine attractiveness on their 
own. 
Allowing for the subject1s definition of attractiveness, 
the four following hypotheses for attractiveness and gender 
were tested : 
H : There will be more perceived self-disclosure to an 
5 
attractive person than to an unattractive person. 
H : There will be more perceived self-disclosure to a 
6 
same-sex attractive person than to a same-sex unattractive 
person. 
H : There will be more perceived self-disclosure to a 
7 
opposite-sex attractive person than to a opposite-sex 
unattractive person. 
H : There will be more perceived self-disclosure to a 
8 
same-sex attractive person than to a opposite-sex unattractive 
person. 
12 
Intimacy 
The importance of intimacy in self-disclosure has been 
shown in several studies.51 Runge and Archer discovered that 
intimacy is a significant factor in "private" and "public" 
self-disclosures.52 Murdoch, Chenowith, and Rissman found 
that there was more disclosures by subjects in high intimacy 
conditions than in low intimacy conditions.53 
Self-disclosure tends to be reciprocal and to become 
more intimate as relationships proceed over time. Gabelein 
reports that friends tend to disclose more and strangers 
least.54 Therefore, it would seem logical that intimate 
frie n d s  would d isclose more than a c quainta n c e s ,  a n d  
strangers. 
Research has stated that intimacy is correlated with 
both gender and attractiveness in determining amounts of 
perceived self-disclosure. 5S Perry states that the intimacy 
of self-disclosure is significantly greater for a n  
attractive person than for an unattractive person.56 
Further, Chelune has reported that the level of intimacy in 
interpersonal relationships can determine self-disclosure 
patterns in males and females.S7 However, research indicates 
that gender and attractiveness are more significant than 
i n t i m a c y  i n  d e t e r m i n i n g  a m o u n t s o f  p e r c e i v e d  
self-disclosure.SS 
1 3  
The following two hypotheses were formulated to examine 
the effect of intimacy in amounts of perceived 
self-disclosure : 
H : Members of intimate f riendships will disclose more 
9 
than acquaintances, or strangers. 
H : Members of acquaintances will disclose more than strangers. 
10 
The correlation between intimacy, gender, and attractiveness 
creates the following three hypotheses: 
H : Members of the same-sex will self-disclose more than members 
11 
of the opposite-sex in intimate friends, acquaintances, and 
strangers. 
H : There will be more perceived self-disclosure to an 
12 
attractive person than to an unattractive person in three levels 
of relationships: intimate friends, acquaintances, and strangers. 
H : There will be more perceived self-disclosure to an 
13 
attractive intimate friend than to attractive acquaintance, and 
stranger . 
14 
CHAPTER II 
METHODOLOGY 
Research Design 
The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of 
s e x ,  i n t i m a c y ,  a n d a t t r a c t i v e n e s s  o n  r e p o r t e d  
self-disclosure. 
The dependent variables were the amount of perceived 
self- disclosure scores, with self-disclosure being defined 
as " t he act of revealing personal information not readily 
available from some other source." The independent variables 
i ncluded gender1 o f  the sel f-discloser(male, female ) ,  
intimacy of the relationship (intimate friend, acquaintance, 
and stranger) ,  gender2 of the disclosee(male or female ) ,  and 
attra ctive ness of t h e  sel f-disclosee (attr a c t i v e  o r  
unattractive) .  Variables of intimacy, gender1, gender2 were 
defined by the researcher, while attractiveness was define d 
by each participant. All categories of the Intimacy variable 
were designed by the researcher. No description o f  t h e  
variables were given to the subjects. 
Operational Definitions 
The following operational definitions were employed in 
1 5  
the study : 
Self-Disclosure : the act of revealing personal information 
not readily available from some other source. 
Sex : same-sex or opposite-sex 
Variables : 
1 
Gender . Gender of the self-discloser (male or female) . 
2 
Gender . Gender of the self-disclosee(male or female) . 
Attractiveness : Perception of the self-disclosee 
(attractive or unattractive ) 
Intimacy: Type of relationship in communication dyad. 
( Intimate friend, acquaintance, and stranger) 
Categories of the variable Intimacy : 
Intimate friend : Very close association, contact , or 
familiarity; a warm friendship 
Acquaintance : a person attached to another by respect or 
affection 
59 
Stranger: a person you have just met or recently met 
Subjects 
The subjects were unde rgraduate students enrolled in the 
basic speech communication cou rse at Easter n Illinois 
University. The speech course is offered to students on a 
semester basis and required for every student, not o n l y  
c o m m u n i c a t i o n  m a j o r s .  T h e r e f o r e ,  t h e  s t u d y  w a s  a 
representative sample of the university. 
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The students, ages ranging from 19 to 21 years, were chosen 
from six different sections(with four teachers distributing 
the test) • 
Procedure 
Each student received Jourard's 25-item Self-Disclosure 
Questionnaire. Split-half reliability of the questionnaire 
has been demonstrated with a separate American s a mple ; 
odd-even r's for each " target" were all .90 or higher.60 
Also, the questionnaire method had been previously found to 
h a v e  v alid i t y .  T w o  a dd i t i o n a l  s t u d i e s  with a much 
abbreviated questionnaires showed that the instrument had 
some measure of predictive validity.61 
Students also received an attractiveness scale that was 
located at the bottom of the questionnaire. The scale listed 
numbers from 1 to 100. Coefficients for the attractiveness 
scale were found to have split-half reliability and some 
measure of predictive validity.62 
The instructions were written on the questionnaire and 
not reviewed by the teacher. The only instruction given to 
the students was the target-person they disclosed to (One 
section disclosed to a m a l e  stranger, another sect i o n  
disclosed to a female stranger, etc.) Students listed their 
gender and either "l" ( high disclosure) or "0" (low 
17 
disclosure} for each self-disclosure question. Also, 
students circled a number on the attractiveness scale from 1 
to 100, depending on the amount of perceived attractiveness 
toward the self-disclosee. Numbers 1 to 5 0  o n  the scale 
s ignified low a t tractive self-disclosees while, numbers 
51-100 represented high attractive self-disclosees. 
The questionnaire took approximately fifteen minutes to 
c o m p l e t e .  A f t e r  e a c h  s t u d e n t  f i n i s h e d  t h e  t e s t ,  
questionnaires were collected and the students thanked. 
Statistical Treatment of the Data 
A 2x3x2x2 factorial analysis of variance was employed in 
measuring the results. This statistical method allowed an 
analysis of the interactive effects of the four independent 
variables on the the dependent variable.63 
T he dependent variable was the amount of perceived 
self-disclosure scores. Independent v a riables included 
g e n d e r  ( o f t h e  s e lf- d i s c l o s e r ) ,  i n t i m a c y ( o f  t h e  
self-disclosure relationship: intimate friend, acquaintance, 
and stranger}, acquaintance (gender of the self- disclosee) 
and attractiveness ( of t h e  self-disclosee) . Gender and 
acquaintance variables were represented by a "0" (male) or 
"l" (female) while, the intimacy variable was signified by a 
" l "  ( i nt i m a t e  f r i e n d ) ,  " 2 "  ( a c q u a i n t ance}, or " 3 "  
(stranger}. The attractiveness variable was determined by 
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t h e  r e s e archer and represented by a " 0 "  or " l "  ( " 0 "  
sig nifying low attr action ( 1 - 5 0  o n  t h e  s c a l e ) ,  " l "  
signifying h igh attraction ( 5 1- 100 o n  the scale ) ,  " l "  
signifying high attraction(51-100 on the scale) ) .  
The level of signific ance for interaction was set at 
.05, which is generally accepted in the social sciences.6 4  
statistical significance was found in the interaction of the 
three independent variables Intimacy, Acquaintance, and 
Attractiveness, t-tests were run on the specific means to 
determine significance. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESULTS 
Table 1 Factorial Analysis of Variance 
Listed in Table 1 are results from the analysis o f  
v a r i an c e .  A significant statistical interaction was 
discovered between Intimacy, Gender2 (Self-disclosee), and 
Attractiveness (p>.05) . Over half of the variance(sixty 
percent) was accounted for in the entire study. 
Table 2 :  Specific Means 
Table 2 shows the specific means of the interaction 
between intimacy, Gender2 , and attractiveness. The variables 
of Intimacy and Attractiveness were significant (p>.05) and 
c o m b i n e d  t o  a c c o u n t  f o r  m o r e  t h a n  h a l f  t h e  
variance(fifty-one percent). However, because of significant 
s t a t i st i c a l  i n t e r a c t i o n ,  b o t h  t h e  i n t i m a c y  a n d  
attractiveness variables are not statistically significant. 
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Table 3 :  Statistical Significance of Means 
In Table 3, t h e  statistical significance o f  eac h 
specific mean is given. The table indicates that there is 
more perceived self-disclosure to intimate friends(opposite 
and same-sex ) than to bo th acqua intances(opposite and 
same-sex) and strangers(opposite and same-sex ) .  However, the 
attractive female stranger received higher levels of 
perceived self-disclosure than acquaintances ( male-female) 
a n d s t ra n g e r s  ( m a l e - f e m a l e ) .  F u r t h e r ,  a t t r a c t i v e  
( male-femal e )  disclosees received larger a m o u n t s  o f  
p erceived self-disclosure than unattractive disclosees. 
Thus, attractiveness would appear to be a significant 
determiner of self-disclosure. 
Table 4 :  The variable Gender1 
T a ble 4 lists the specific means o f  the variable 
gender1. The variable Gender1 was found to be statistically 
significant (p>.05). Therefore, the table shows that females 
tend to disclose more than males. However, Genderl accounted 
for only 6% of the variance in the study. 
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Table 1 
2x3x2x2 Factorial Analysis of Variance 
Source DF 
of variation 
1 
Gender 1 
Intimacy 2 
2 
Gender 1 
Attractiveness 1 
1 
Gender-Intimacy 2 
1 2 
Gender-Gender 1 
2 
Intimacy-Gender 2 
1 
Gender- 1 
-Attractiveness 
( 130 responses) 
Mean Square 
112.587 
1089.775 
12.840 
374.319 
6.025 
8.057 
701.891 
7.137 
F 
6. 18 
29.93 
0.71 
20.56 
0.17 
0.44 
19.27 
0 . 39 
Significance 
of F 
0.014 
0.000 
0.403 
0.000 
0.848 
0.507 
0.000 
0.527 
Table 1 Continued 
2x 3x2x2 Factorial Analysis of Variance 
(130 responses) 
Source DF Mean Square F 
of Variation 
Intimacy-
Attractiveness 2 102. 871 2.82 
2 
Gender -
Attractiveness 1 128.345 7.05 
1 
Gender-
Intimacy- 2 
Gender 2 51. 227 1.41 
1 
Gender-
Intimacy-
Attractiveness 2 30.23 9  0.83 
1 
Gender- 2 
Gender 
Attractiveness 1 33.521 1.84 
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Significance 
of F 
0.064 
0.009 
0.250 
0.439 
0.178 
2 3  
Table 1 Continued 
2x3x2x2 Factorial Analysis of variance 
(130 responses) 
Source OF Mean Square F Significance 
of Variation of F 
Intimacy-
Gender ( 2 )  
Attractiveness 2 186.007 5.11 0.007 
1 
Gender-
Intimacy-
Gender(2 )  ,.� �II 
Attractiveness 1 71.435 3.92 0.050 111: 
2r 
• " 
.. J 
·I 
· • . 
Intimacy 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Table 2 
Significant Interaction 
between 
Intimacy, Gender (#2) , and Attractiveness 
Intimacy-
1- Intimate friend 
2- Acquaintance 
3- Stranger 
Gender (i2) -
0- Male 
1- Female 
Attractiveness-
0- Unattractive 
1- Attractive 
2 
Gender + 
0 
0 
1 
1 
Attractiveness 
0 
1 
0 
1 
Number* 
4 
20 
6 
1 5  
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Disclosure 
Scores** 
16.25 
20.30 
10.00 
17.40 
Table 2 Continued 
Significant Interaction 
between 
Intimacy , Gender(i2) , and Attractiveness 
2 
Intimacy Gender + Attractiveness Number* 
2 0 0 6 
2 0 1 13 
2 1 0 6 
2 1 1 15 
3 0 0 18 
3 0 1 3 
3 1 0 4 
* - Number of students participating 
** - The means of self-disclosure scores 
+ - The identity of self-disclosee 
2 5  
Disclosure 
Scores** 
11.17 
12.69 
11.50 
12.20 
7.94 
5.67 
4.00 
... 
11 1! 
I 
' : 
; 
' 
,, � 
·" 
jjll 
Intimacy 
3 
Table 2 Continued 
Significant Interaction 
between 
Intimacy, Gender(f2), and Attractiveness 
Intimacy-
1- Intimate friend 
2- Acquaintance 
3- Strangers 
Gender(i2)-
0- Male 
1- Female 
Attractiveness-
0- Unattractive 
1- Attractive 
2 
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Gender + Attractiveness Number* Disclosure 
Scores** 
1 1 20 15.95 
* - Number of students participating 
** - The means of self-disclosure scores 
+ - The identity of self-disclosee 
Table 3 
Statistical Significance 
between 
Intimacy, Gender(#2), and Attractiveness 
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Combination of Variables Significance of Means 
Unattractive Intimate friend-Male 
Unattractive Intimate friend-Female 
Unattractive Intimate friend-Male 
Unattractive Stranger-Male 
Unattractive Intimate friend-Male 
Unattractive Stranger-Female 
Unattractive Intimate friend-Male 
Attractive Stranger-Male 
Unattractive Intimate friend-Female 
Unattractive Stranger-Female 
Unattractive Acquaintance-Male 
Unattractive Stranger-Female 
Unattractive Acquaintance-Female 
Unattractive Stranger-Female 
Attractive Intimate friend-Male 
Attractive Intimate friend-Female 
Attractive Intimate friend-Male 
Attractive Acquaintance-Male 
* - Statistical Significance 
2 
16.25 
10.00 * 
16.25 
7.94 * 
16.25 
4 . 00 * 
16.25 
5.67 * 
10.00 
4.00 * 
11 . 50 
4.00 * 
11.17 
4.00 * 
20.30 
17.40 * 
20. 30 
1 2.69 * 
(Note: Eta result was 0.599--Sixty percent of the variance 
in the study was accounted for.) 
Table 3 Continued 
Statis t ical Significance 
between 
2 8  
Intimacy, Gender (# 2), and Attractiveness 
Combinat ion of variables Significance of Means 
Attractive Int imate friend-Male 20.30 
Attract ive Acquaintance-Female 11.50 * 
Attrac tive Int imate friend-Male 20.30 
Attract ive Stranger-Male 5.67 * 
Attractive Int imate friend-Male 20.30 
Attract ive Stranger-Female 15.95 * 
Attractive Intimate friend-Female 17.40 
Attractive Acquaintance-Male 1 2.69 * 
Attractive Int imate friend-Female 17.40 
Attract ive Acquaintance-Female 11.50 * 
Attractive Intimate friend-Female 17.40 
Attract ive Stranger-Male 5.67 * 
Attractive Acquaintance-Male 1 2.69 
Attrac t ive Stranger-Male 5.67 * 
Attractive Stranger-Female 15.95 
Attract ive Acquaintance-Male 12.69 * 
Attract ive Stranger-Female 15.95 
Attractive Acquaintance-Female 11.50 * 
Attractive Acquaintance-Female 11.50 
Attractive Stranger-Male 5.67 * 
Attractive Stranger-Female 15.95 
Attractive Stranger-Male 5.67 * 
Table 3 Continued 
Statistical Significance 
between 
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Intimacy, Gender(t2) , and Attractiveness 
Combination of Variables 
Attractive Intimate friend-Male 
Unattractive Intimate friend-Female 
Attractive Stranger-Female 
Unattractive Stranger-Male 
Attractive Intimate friend-Female 
Unattractive Intimate friend-Female 
Attractive Stranger-Female 
Unattractive Stranger-Female 
Attractive Intimate friend-Male 
Unattractive Acquaintance-Male 
Attractive Intimate friend-Male 
Unattractive Stranger-Male 
Attractive Stranger-Female 
Unattractive Intimate friend-Female 
Attractive Intimate friend-Female 
Unattractive Acquaintance-Female 
Attractive Stranger-Female 
Unattractive Acquaintance-Female 
Attractive Intimate friend-Female 
Unattractive Stranger-Female 
Significance of 
Means 
16.25 
10.00 * 
15.95 
7.94 * 
17.40 
10.00 * 
15.95 
4.00 * 
16.2 5 
11.17 * 
16.25 
7.94 * 
15.95 
10.00 * 
17.40 
11.50 * 
15.9 5 
11.50 * 
17.40 
4.00 * 
Table 3 Continued 
Statistical Significance 
between 
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Intimacy, Gender(i2), and Attractiveness 
Combination of variables 
Attractive Acquaintance-Female 
Unattractive Stranger-Female 
Attractive Intimate friend-Male 
Unattractive Acquaintance-Female 
Attractive Intimate friend-Male 
Unattractive Stranger-Female 
Attractive Intimate friend-Female 
Unattractive Acquaintance-Male 
Attractive Intimate friend-Female 
Unattractive Stranger-Male 
Attractive Acquaintance-Female 
Unattractive Stranger-Male 
Attractive Stranger-Female 
Unattractive Acquaintance-Male 
Significance of 
Means 
12.20 
4.00 * 
20.30 
11.50 * 
20.30 
4.00 * 
17.40 
11.17 * 
17.40 
7.94 * 
12.20 
7.94 * 
15.95 
11.17 * 
1 
Gender + 
0 (Male) 
1 (Female) 
Table 4 
statistical Significance 
of the variable 
Gender(fl) 
Number ** 
58 
72 
* - Statistical Significance 
** - Number of students participating 
+ - The identity of self-discloser 
++ - The means of self-disclosure scores 
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Self-Disclosure 
Scores++ 
12.59 
14.46 * 
(Note : F value result was 6.18-- Six percent of the variance 
in the study was accounted for by Gender.) 
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CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 
Conclusions and Explanations 
The obser ved results were supportive of the gender1 
hypothesis and interactions involving gender2, intimacy, and 
attractiveness. The hypotheses concerning same-sex and 
opposite-sex dyads were not supported. Further, hypotheses 
i n v o l v in g  m a i n  e f f e c t s  o f  g e n d e r 2, i n t i macy, a n d  
attractiveness failed to gain support. 
H : Females will self-disclose more than males. 
1 
The first hypothesis was supported. Since there was 
statistical interaction between gender2, intimacy, and 
attractiveness, the 1 gender variable was statistically 
significant. Gender1 only accounted for six percent of the 
total variance in the study. 
H : Females will receive more self-disclosure than males. 
2 
This hypothesis was not supported. Because of the 
interaction, gender2 was not statistically significant. 
Further, gender2 accounted for less than one percent of the 
total variance in the study. 
H : Members of the same-sex will self-disclose more 
3 
than members of the opposite-sex. 
The third hypothesis was not supported. The interaction 
between Gender1 and gender2 was not statistically 
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significant. Since Gender1 is statistically significant, it 
would seem that gender2 is the cause for the hypothesis 
f a i l i n g  t o  be s u pp o r t e d .  T h u s ,  t h e  g e n d e r  o f  the 
self-disclosee is not a significant determiner of perceived 
amounts of self-disclosure. 
H : Members of the same-sex will receive more self-disclosure 
4 
than members of the opposite-sex. 
This hypothesis a l s o  was not s u pported because of 
gender2• 
H : There will be more perceived self-disclosure to an 
5 
attractive person than to an unattractive person. 
Since the interaction between gender2, intimacy, and 
attractiveness was statistically significant, the main 
effect of attractiveness was not statistically significant. 
However, results indicate that the attractiveness variable 
was s ignificant. Though the fifth hypo thes i s  was not 
supported, it would seem that attractiveness is a m a j or 
determiner of self-disclosure. 
H : There will be more perceived self-disclosure to a same-sex 
6 
attractive person than to a same-sex unattractive person. 
This hypothesis was not supported. The interaction 
between Gender l, gender2, and attractiveness was not 
statistically significant. 
. 
I 
I 
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� 
3 4  
H : There will be more perceived self-disclosure to a opposite 
7 
-sex attractive person than to a opposite-sex unattractive person. 
Though attractiveness seems to have an affect on amounts 
of this hypothesis was not supported because of the same-sex 
and opposite-sex dyads. No statistical significance was 
found between Attractiveness, Gender1, and Gender2. 
H : There will be more perceived self-disclosure to a same-sex 
8 
attractive person than to a opposite-sex unattractive person. 
The eighth hypothesis was also not supported. The 
interaction between Gender1, gender2, and attractiveness 
accounted for only two percent of the variance in the entire 
study. 
H : Members of intimate friendships will disclose more than 
9 
acquaintances, or strangers. 
Because of statistical interaction between gender2, 
intimacy, and attractiveness, this hypothesis was not 
s u p p o r ted. However, the main effect of intimacy was 
significan t .  Thus, i n timacy would al so se em to have an 
affect on perceived amounts of self-disclosure. 
H Members of acquaintance will disclose more than strangers. 
10 
Though intimacy accounted for approximately 30% of the 
variance, the tenth hypothesis was not supported because of 
the statistical significant interaction. 
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H Members of the same-sex will self-disclose more 
11 
members of the opposite-sex in intimate friends, acquaintances, 
and strangers. 
This hypothesis was not supported. There was no statistical 
significant difference in self-disclosure between same-sex and 
opposite-sex dyads in communication involving intimate friends, 
acquaintances, and strangers. 
H : There will be more perceived self-disclosure to an 
1 2  
attractive person than to an unattractive person in three types 
of relationships: intimate friends, acquaintances, and strangers. 
This hypothesis was supported because of the interaction 
between Intimacy, Acquaintance, and Attractiveness. However, 
the interaction between Intimacy and Attractiveness was not 
statistically significant. Thus, the reason for this support 
was not established. 
H : There will be more perceived self-disclosure to an 
13 
attractive intimate friend than to attractive intimate friends, 
acquaintances and strangers. 
The final hypothesis was also supported. The interaction 
between Intimacy and Attractiveness accounted for more than 
half the variance in the entire study. Again, because of the 
statistical significant interaction, the reason for the 
support was not established. 
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Discussion 
The results of this study have several implications. 
T h e r e  w a s  n o  s t a t i s t i c a l  significant difference in 
self-disclosure between same-sex dyads and opposite-sex 
d y a d s  in c o m m u n i c a t i o n  invo lving intimate friends, 
acquaintances, and strangers. Therefore, the results failed 
t o  support studies stating that there is more perceived 
self-disclosure between same-sex dyads than opposite- sex 
dyads. 65 
Though statistical significance was not discovered for 
same-sex and opposite-sex dyads, there w as statistical 
significance between intimacy(target person) and the 
self-disclosee's gender. Further, Intimacy accounted for 
approximately 30% percent of the variance in the study. This 
would indicate that both males and females will disclose 
more to intimate friends than to both acquaintances and 
strangers. Considering Conviser�s interpersonal theory66 and 
studies stating that friends tend to disclose more than 
strangers,67 these results are logical. 
Another point is that a high percentage(sixty) of the 
variance was accounted for in the study. Over half of this 
variance(fifty-one) was caused by the variables Intimacy and 
Attractiveness. Though this is an indication that intimacy 
(target person) may be a major factor in self-disclosure, no 
statement can be made about main effects (in intimacy) 
because of the significant interaction. 
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The idea of similarity causing increased self-disclosure 
within same-sex dyads as compared to opposite-sex dyads has 
b e e n  s u p p o r t e d  o n l y  s l igh tly by the data. Applying 
similarity theories, there is enough similarity to cause 
m o r e  s e l f - d i s c l o s u r e  w i t h  i n t i m a t e  f r i e n d s  t h a n  
acquaintances or strangers. However, there is not, a s  Perry 
indicated,68 evidence that similarity in gender will lead to 
more self-disclosure. 
Combined with intimacy, attractiveness seems to have an 
influencial role on perceived self-disclosure. Results of 
the study indicates that an attractive person will receive 
more self-disclosure than an unattractive person. Further, 
the attractiveness variable appears to be more significant 
in determining amounts of s elf-disclosure than both gender 
and intimacy. For e xample, attractive female strangers 
received more perceived self-disclosure than attractive or 
unattr active female acquaintances and intimate friends . 
Consequently , the perceived attractiveness of an individual 
would seem to determine the amount of self-disclosure he or 
she will receive. The results would support studies stating 
that an attractive person will receive more self-disclosure 
because he or she possesses more desireable person ality 
traits. Also, disclosers would seem to like the attractive 
person as evident by the higher self- disclosure scores. An 
a t tr a c t ive person has higher reinforcement level for 
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disclosers than an unattractive person. 
The variable gender was found to have s t a t is t ic a l  
s i gn if icance (p > .05 ) . The signif icance indicates that 
females w ill disclose more than males. Thus,  the over-all 
evidence favoring females "disclosing" more than males has 
been supported in this study.69 
Implication of Study 
T he impl ic a t ions f o r  t h is study c an b e  f o u n d  in 
education and commun icat ion. S ince this paper is reporting 
that an increase in similarities with genders w ill not cause 
self-disclosure , educational teachers will have to change 
their communication philosophies. No longer can teachers 
instruct under the assumption that similar ity in gender will 
lead to better commun icat ion through self-disclosur e .  
E v entuallly , this will force teachers t o  focus on other 
techniques for gaining this needed sim ilar ity. 
Results also indicate that problems in communication can 
be solved by getting more i n t imate i n  t h e  communi c a t i o n  
dyad. Because both males and females disclose more to a 
perceived intimate friend , business employers could solve 
e mployee p r oblems if they g o t  closer to t h a t  person. 
Obviously , if that employer is perce ived to be an intimate 
f r iend , employees will confide in him/her more. Therefore, 
employee disagreements and arguments could be decr eased. In 
short , business employers and employees could develop better 
relationships 39 by applying these results. 
....  
. 
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T h i s  p r i n c i p l e  c a n  a p p l y  i n  o t h e r  a r e a n s  o f  
communication. For example, if a teacher can be perceived as 
an intimate friend, better relationships in the classroom 
will occur. 
Relationships between men and women can be increased if 
both members got closer together. Though this may seem 
obvious on the surface, many relationships break up because 
one or both members no longer feel intimate and discontinue 
self-disclosure. 
Attractiveness can be used to increase relationships 
through self-disclosu re .  Business employers who dress 
a t t r a c t i v e ly w i l l  ga i n  d i s c o v e r  a h i g h e r  r a t e  o f  
self-disclosure from employers. Attractive looking teachers 
will achieve more respect f rom their students through 
increase self-disclosure. Also, husbands and wives can gain 
more self-disclosure by dressing attractively for their 
spouses. Increased self-disclosure in these areas will lead 
to improved communication and relationships. 
Limitations of Study 
Two problems occurred in this study. First, only 130 
students (primarily freshmen) were questioned. This is a 
problem because too many intervening variables were not 
considered in t h e  t e s t .  F o r  e x a m p l e ,  s t u d e n t s  m a y  
self-disclose more o r  less, depending o n  what school and 
part of the country they � re from. Also, juniors and 
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seniors may tend to self-disclose more than fres hmen and 
sophomores. Finally, differences in race, not gender, may 
account for self-disclosure scores. 
The other problem concerns the attractiveness scale and 
Jourard's self-disclosure questionnaire. Other measuring 
instruments for attractiveness and self-disclosure may have 
higher validity than the tests employed in this study . If 
so, the results of this study may not be cons istent with 
results of future studies. 
Future Research 
Future research s hould rectify these two flaws. A larger 
sample of juniors, seniors, and graduate students, from 
different universities, need to be tested. Race difference 
in self-disclosure should also be focused on. 
Further, a search for better measuring instruments need 
to be conducted. Additional studies and testing of Jourard' s  
25-item Questionnaire and the attractiveness scale must be 
attempted . If more reliabile instruments can be found for 
measuring attractiveness and self-disclosure, they s hould be 
employed. 
Research on intimacy s hould be attempted. Even though 
the paper can not state that intimacy is a major factor in 
s el f-disclosure , this factor has been indicated through 
significance and high 41 percentage of variance. Reasons for 
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self-disclosure to both attractive and unattractive intimate 
friends, acquaintances, and strangers also needs to be 
tested. Also, reasons for the higher perceived disclosure to 
attra c tive female strang ers c o m p a r ed t o  at t r a c t i v e  
female-male acquaintances and intimate friends need to be 
examined. If these reasons can be determined, society can 
b e t t e r  u n d e r s t a n d  w h y  s e l f - d i s c l o s u r e ,  as part of 
communication, takes place . 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
Research Project in Self-Disclosure 
Defining and explaining terms 
Define the following concepts: 
1. Intimate friend -
2. Acquaintance -
3. Stranger -
Note - Terms can apply to male or female friends, 
acquaintances, and strangers. 
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Instructions 
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APPENDIX B 
Sex 
On the following pages there are listed a number 
of items of information about oneself. You are 
asked to indicate in the special answer blanks 
the extent to which certain other people know this 
information about you through your telling it or 
confiding it to them. If you are certain that the 
other person knows this information fully-- so 
that he or she could tell someone else about this 
aspect of you- write the number l in the appropriate 
space. If the other person does not know this 
information fully-- if he or she has only a vague 
idea, or has an incomplete knowledge of this 
particular item, write in a zero. Remember, do 
not write in a 1 unless you are sure that you have 
given this information to the other person in full 
enough detail, that they could describe you accurately 
in this respect to another person. 
1. What you like to do most in your spare time at home, e.g., 
read, sports, go out, etc. 
2 .  The kind of party or social gathering that you enjoy most. 
3. Your usual and favorite spare-time reading materials, e.g. , 
novels, non-fiction, science fiction, poetry, etc. 
4. The kinds of music that you enjoy listening to most, e.g., 
popular, classical, folk-music, opera. 
5. The sports you engage in most, if any, e.g. , golf, 
swimming, tennis, baseball, etc. 
6. Whether or not you know and play any card games, e.g., 
bridge, poker, gin rummy, etc. 
7. Whether or not you will drink alcoholic beverages ; if so, 
your favorite drinks-- beer, wine, gin, brandy, whiskey, etc. 
8. The foods you like best, and the ways you l i ke food 
prepared ; e.g., rare steak, etc. 
9. Whether or not you belong to any church, if so, which one, 
and the usual frequency of attending. 
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--- 10. Whether or not you belong to any clubs, fraternity, civic 
organizations; if so, the names of these organizations. 
--- 11. Any skills you have mastered, e.g ., arts and crafts, 
painting, sculpture, woodworking, auto repair, knitting, 
weaving, etc. 
--- 1 2 .  Whether or not you have any favorite spectator sports; 
if so, what these are, e.g., boxing, wrestling, football, 
basketball, etc. 
--- 13. The places that you have travelled to , or lived in 
during your life--other countries, cities, states. 
--- 14. What your political sentiments are at present-- your views 
on state and federal government policies of interest to 
you. 
--- 15. Whether or not you have been seriously in love during your 
life before this year; if so, with whom, what the details 
were, and the outcome. 
--- 16. The names of the people in your life whose care and 
happiness you feel in some way directly responsible for. 
--- 17. The personal deficiencies that you would most like 
to improve, or that you are struggling to do something about 
at present, e.g., appearance, lack of knowledge, loneliness, 
temper, etc. 
--- 18. Whether or not you presently owe money; if so, how 
much, and to whom? 
--- 19. The kind of future you are aiming toward, working for, 
planning for-- both personally and vocationally, e.g., 
marriage and family, professional status, etc. 
--- 20 . Whether or not you are presently involved in any project 
that you would want to interrupt-- either socially, 
personally, or in your work ; what these projects are. 
- - - 2 1 .  The details of your sex life up to the present time, 
including whether or not you have had, or are now having 
sexual relations, whether or not you masturbate, etc. 
--- 2 2 .  Your problems and worries about your personality. that is, 
what you dislike most about yourself, any guilts, 
inferiority feelings, etc. 
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--- 23. How you feel about the appearance of your body-- your 
looks, figure, weight-- what you dislike and what you 
accept in your appear ance, and how you wish you might 
change your looks to improve them. 
--- 24. Your thoughts about your health, including any problems, 
worries, or concerns that you m ight have at present . 
--- 2 5 .  An exact idea of your regular income. ( I f  a student, of 
your usual combined allowance and ear nings, if any.) 
State your perceived attractiveness to the target person 
you have just self-disclosed to . On a scale of 1 to 100, 
circle the number that represents how attr active this 
target person is to you. The number 1 represents a very 
unattr active person while, the number 100 signifies a 
very attractive person. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1 6  17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
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